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15. BACK JUDGE (CREW OF 7/8)

15.1 – Free kicks

15.1.a – Priorities

Prior to the kick:
1. Being aw are of whether the Referee has instructed the crew to switch to onside-kick

positions, and moving position (if appropriate) if they have.
2. Counting Team A players and signalling the count [one of Sup3, Sup4 or Sup24] to col-

leagues. Noting count signals from colleagues. Recounting if your count differs from
that of colleagues.

3. Reminding the players to count their number if the team you are responsible for count-
ing does not have precisely 11 players on the field.

4. Checking readiness for play:
(a) Checking side areas to ensure that all non-players are out of the restricted areas,

that non-participants are off the field of play, and that all team personnel are within
the team area.

(b) Ensuring that the chain crew (and the alternate down box and line-to-gain marker
operators, where provided) have moved themselves and their equipment well out of
the way and that the equipment has been placed on the ground outside the team
areas and behind the limit lines at the receiving team’s end of the field. § Checking
that the ball persons are in position.

(c) Ensuring that all Team A players are within the nine-yard marks prior to the kick
(Rule 6-1-2-c-5) and that nobody other than the kicker is more than five yards be-
hind the ball.

(d) Facing the field of play to signal that you are ready. Tur ning aw ay if something on
your sideline becomes no longer clear or you can see that a colleague is clearly not
ready. Sounding your whistle, if your area becomes dangerously unclear after the
ready for play.

5. Being aler t always for short kicks.

During the kick play:
6. Observing whether a free kick goes out of bounds nearest to you without being touched

by the receiving team. Ruling whether a Team B player near the sideline touches the
ball while out of bounds.

7. Watching players for a fair catch signal, and being prepared to rule on any interference
with the opportunity to catch the kick.

8. If the kick is shor t:
(a) Knowing where and by whom the ball was first touched.
(b) Observing illegal blocks by Team A (Rule 6-1-12).
(c) Marking any spot of illegal touching with a bean bag.
(d) Marking the dead-ball spot if you are the nearest official and there is little or no re-

tur n run.
9. Giving the start the clock signal [S2] only if the ball is first legally touched in the field of

play in your area of responsibility.
10. Observing fouls/violations§ by all players generally in your area, but particular ly:

(a) illegal touching of a short kick
(b) infractions of your restraining line
(c) kicking team players (other than the kicker) more than 5 yards behind their restrain-

ing line after the ready for play
(d) illegal blocks in the back and holding fouls at the point of attack
(e) illegal blocks below the waist×

(f) contacting an opponent with the crown of the helmet or targeting a defenseless op-
ponent above the shoulders

(g) safety-related fouls such as face masking, tripping, chop blocks, illegal wedges or
illegal blind-side blocks
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156 §15.1/BACK JUDGE (CREW OF 7/8)

(h) late hits by any player after the ball is dead

(i) any player of the kicking team who enters the field of play after the kick or who vol-
untar ily goes out of bounds during the kick and returns inbounds§

15.1.b – Initial positioning

Normal kicks:

1. Be in position F (see 26.1) outside the press box sideline on Team A’s restraining line.

Onside-kicks:

2. Remain in the normal position.

Free kicks after a penalty or safety:

3. When a free kick is taken following a penalty or a safety, the same relative positions
should be taken, moving up or down the field as appropriate.

15.1.c – Response to what happens (movement and signals)

Prior to the kick:

1. If anything happens that should prevent the kick taking place (e.g. a non-player◊ enters
or approaches the field of play), toot your whistle, give the timeout signal [S3] and deal
with the problem.

During any kick play:

2. If the clock should start when the ball is first legally touched in the field of play, give the
star t the clock signal [S2] if you are the nearest official or the one with the best view.

During a kick play that goes deep:

3. After the ball is kicked, observe the players in your area of responsibility (see 26.1). Af-
ter checking its initial trajector y, do not watch the flight of the ball.

4. Angle slowly infield as you move down the field. Obser ve action ahead of the ball carri-
er. Keep all players in front of you and maintain a safe cushion between you and the re-
tur n, while not being too far away to get your flag to the spot of a foul you observe . On a
long run, stay ahead of the players and get to the goal line ahead of the ball carrier. You
have responsibility for the end line should that be threatened (e.g. after a fumble near
Team A’s goal line). When you are sharing responsibility for a line (or pair of lines) with
other officials, adjust so that you get a complementary view of the play. ◊

During a kick play where the kick is shor t:

5. Maintain a position where you can see the ball and the blocks by Team A players.

6. Par ticularly watch the blocks made by Team A players before they are eligible to touch
the ball (Rule 6-1-12).

15.1.d – Advanced techniques

1. Pay par ticular attention to the blocks made by the middle player(s) from Team B’s front
line.

2. If an expected onside kick is instead kicked deep, move into the field of play. You, the
Umpire and the other official on Team A’s restraining line each take responsibility for
one third of the middle of the field (Figures 26.1.I and 26.1.J). Leave§ sideline responsi-
bility in your area to the Field Judge.

15.2 – Basic scrimmage plays

15.2.a – Priorities

1. Knowing the down and distance, and signalling the down to your colleagues. Noting the
down signals given by colleagues. Checking that the down box displays the correct
number. Not allowing play to star t if there is a dispute about the down number.

2. Counting Team B players and signalling the count [one of Sup3, Sup4 or Sup24] to your
colleagues. Noting count signals from colleagues. Recounting if your count differs from
that of colleagues.

3. Identifying your key player(s) (see section 16.6). If the for mation is new or unusual, ver-
bally or visually confirming this with the other officials.
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4. Noting eligible receivers and those players who would normally be eligible by position
but who are ineligible by number. In addition, noting players (usually tight ends) who
would normally be eligible by number but who are not eligible because a player is lined
up outside them on the line of scrimmage.

5. Being aw are of where the line to gain is in relation to the line of scrimmage so that you
don’t have to look at the chain to know if the dead-ball spot is close to the line to gain. ×

6. Observing substitution infractions by both teams. For example:

(a) replaced players not leaving the huddle within 3 seconds of an incoming substitute
enter ing it

(b) substitutes coming on to the field, communicating, and then leaving the field

15.2.b – Initial positioning

1. Normally be 25 yards or so from the line of scrimmage, inside the hash marks.

2. Be deep and clear of players, but able to see all receivers, especially your key player.

3. Normally, you will be deeper than the deepest back, but be sure to keep out of their way.

4. Favour the strong side of the for mation, or, if it is balanced, the side of the player who is
your key.

15.2.c – Response to what happens (movement and signals)

1. Always be in position to cover play from the inside looking out.

2. Be aw are of a backfield player (as long as they are your key player) in motion at the
snap. Adjust your position if necessary to ensure that you always have them in sight.
They become your responsibility after the snap (unless they were the widest player in
the for mation at the snap) if they cross the neutral zone on a pass play or if they block
outside the tackle on a running play.

3. If there is a pre-snap foul, maintain a position where you can see all players (especially
on the fringes) who may commit a late hit.

15.2.d – Advanced techniques

Reasons for var ying (or not) your initial position:

1. On "take a knee" plays, come up into a double umpire position. Tell other officials that
you are doing this. Use your presence to deter unsportsmanlike acts.

2. On obvious "hail mary" plays, star t deeper than normal and make sure you can get to
Team B’s goal line or end line before any Team A player.

Signalling the player count:

3. The latest time to make the player count signal is when the offensive team breaks its
huddle (but it can and should be done earlier if possible).

4. Normally the player count signal is shared between the Field Judge, Side Judge and
Back Judge.

15.3 – Running plays

15.3.a – Priorities

1. Observing action ahead of the ball carrier.

2. Observing any fumble where you are the nearest official or have the best view, and
mar king the spot with a bean bag if possible.

3. Ruling whether a touchdown is scored or not on a breakaway run.

4. Observing fouls by all players generally in your area, but particular ly:

(a) illegal block in the back and holding fouls at the point of attack, especially those
made by your key player or any wide receiver, tight end, lead back or pulling line-
man

(b) illegal block below the waist fouls by your key player and other players in your area

(c) contacting an opponent with the crown of the helmet or targeting a defenseless op-
ponent above the shoulders
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(d) safety-related fouls such as face masking, tripping, chop blocks or illegal blind-side
blocks

(e) late hits by any player after the ball is dead
5. Getting to the goal line ahead of any ball carrier in order to be able to rule on a touch-

down.

15.3.b – Response to what happens (movement and signals)

1. Move to obser ve actions by players behind the Umpire and ahead of the ball carrier.
Your first step should normally be backwards, even on a running play. Don’t move for-
wards until you know where the ball is likely to become dead.

2. On line plunges up the middle, do not move too fast. Let the play come to you.
3. When a running play dev elops toward a sideline, move slightly towards that sideline,

keeping the ball carrier between you, the sideline official and the sideline. Stay ahead
of the play and keep out of the way of the safeties.

4. Observe action ahead of the ball carrier and point of attack. There is no need to ob-
ser ve receivers ahead of the point of attack who are not blocking. §

5. On long runs, try to stay ahead of the ball carrier and keep them boxed in between you
and the deep wing official. Keep out of the players’ way.

6. If you are the nearest official when the ball becomes dead, blow your whistle and move
to deal with the pile. Only if the wing officials are delayed (or obviously missed a knee
down or similar event) do you need to mark the dead-ball spot.

7. Be on Team B’s goal line before a touchdown is scored.
8. If you are not the nearest official to the dead-ball spot, nevertheless move towards it

and observe the continuing action after the ball becomes dead. On plays when the ball
carr ier goes near the sideline or out of bounds, cover the area around them for extra-
curr icular activity. This may bring you to a position near or outside the nine-yard marks.

9. Maintain a position where you can observe player activity in fringe areas, par ticularly on
wide-open plays.

15.3.c – Advanced techniques

1. Don’t blow your whistle when the ball carrier’s back is toward you or you are obscured
by other players (or officials) – they may have fumbled the ball without you seeing it.
See leather! Be certain that the ball is dead.

2. If a pile-up of players for ms, give the timeout signal [S3], converge on the pile, deter-
mine who has possession (Mechanic 5.11) and encourage players to unpile safely.

3. If you’re not the nearest official to the dead-ball spot, observe for late hits and other ille-
gal acts. It is par ticularly your responsibility to observe action close to the wing officials
as they are concentrating on the forward progress spot.

4. Because the Back Judge is not ver y often directly involved in running plays, it is impor-
tant to maintain concentration throughout the game. You may be the only official to ob-
ser ve some action away from the ball or behind another official’s back.

15.4 – Pass plays

15.4.a – Priorities

1. Ruling whether the pass is complete or incomplete. While primar ily this will be for pass-
es to the middle of the field, in practice you may need to rule on any pass where the
receiver is facing or at right angles to you, regardless of their position. Similar ly, if the
receiver has their back to you, you may need to defer to another official with a better
view than you.

2. Ruling on touchdowns on passes into the end zone.
3. Observing the initial contact by and against your key player(s).
4. Observing fouls by all players generally in your area, but particular ly:

(a) defensive and offensive pass interference
(b) defensive holding and illegal use of hands against eligible receivers
(c) illegal block below the waist fouls by any motion man and all players in the middle

of the field
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(d) illegal touching of a forward pass by a player who went out of bounds voluntar ily
(this may require consultation with a sideline colleague)

(e) contacting an opponent with the crown of the helmet or targeting a defenseless op-
ponent above the shoulders

(f) safety-related fouls such as face masking, tripping, chop blocks or illegal blind-side
blocks

(g) late hits by any player after the ball is dead

5. Advising the Referee if the pass was thrown into an area not occupied by an eligible
receiver.

6. Watching for players who go out of bounds beyond the end line.

Once the pass is complete, apply the same prior ities as on a running play (above).

15.4.b – Response to what happens (movement and signals)

1. Your progression on a pass play is: (phase A) your key player; (phase B) your zone;
(phase C) the destination of the pass. See also Chapter 16.

2. Backpedal to keep all receivers in front of you. After the snap, your first step should
nor mally be backwards (unless you are on the goal line or end line). Don’t move for-
wards until you know where the ball is likely to become dead. Ensure that you can see
blocking and contact by and against any eligible receivers in the middle of the field.
Never get beaten deep.

3. On long pass receptions, be prepared to rule on the goal line and the end line.

4. Only watch your key player dur ing the initial action after the snap when there is a threat
of illegal contact between receiver and defender. Switch to zone coverage as soon as
that threat no longer exists.

5. If receivers run routes into the end zone, move into position on the end line.

6. If a potential Team A receiver voluntar ily goes out of bounds in your area, drop your
bean bag or hat to indicate this, and observe them to see whether they touch a forward
pass while still ineligible.

7. Once you are aware that the pass has been thrown, move into position to best be able
to rule on whether the pass is complete or incomplete, and whether there is interfer-
ence. While the ball is in flight, watch opposing players who are contesting for the ball,
not the ball itself. Be alert to both offensive and defensive pass interference.

8. If the player who attempts to catch the ball has their back to you, before making the call
look for help from any official in a better position than you.

9. If you are not the nearest official, don’t just watch the receiver, but particular ly watch for
defenders slightly away from the ball who come in and target the receiver with the crown
of their helmet or above the shoulders. This is often missed◊ by the nearest official.

10. If the pass is overthrown, bounces off a player or is otherwise uncatchable, continue to
watch the player(s) for personal fouls (hitting a defenseless receiver). Do not ball-
watch.

11. Blow your whistle if you see the ball become dead in your area.

12. If you rule that the pass is incomplete, give the incomplete pass signal [S10].

13. When contact that would have been pass interference occurs on a pass that is uncatch-
able, give the uncatchable pass signal [S17].

14. After an incompletion, ensure that the thrown ball is removed from the field. Repeat the
incomplete pass signal [S10] to the Referee (and Umpire, if necessar y) in case they did
not see the original signal.

15. If there is a run after the catch, respond as you would on a running play (above).

16. On plays when the receiver goes near the sideline or out of bounds, cover the area
around them for extra-curr icular activity. This may bring you to a position near or out-
side the nine-yard marks.

17. Maintain a position where you can see player activity in fringe areas, par ticularly on
wide-open plays.
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15.4.c – Advanced techniques

1. When an airborne player attempts to catch a pass near the sideline or end line, watch
their feet first to see whether they come down in bounds. If they do, then look to their
hands to see whether they have control of the ball. If you look at their hands first, you
may miss the instant when their foot touches the ground (Mechanic 5.17.8). Establish
eye contact with any colleague at the end of the play before giving any signal.

2. If the pass is incomplete in your area:
(a) If there is no eligible receiver in the area, move quickly towards the Referee to in-

form them of this. If the ball crossed the neutral zone, give signal [Sup42] by point-
ing to the ground beyond the neutral zone. If the ball did not cross the neutral
zone, move towards the Referee while pointing to the ground behind the neutral
zone. §

(b) If there is a receiver in the area, and you believe the Referee may not be aware of
that fact, move towards the Referee while pointing towards the eligible receiver.
Calling out "Number 34 was in the area of the pass" (for example) is also permissi-
ble.

(c) [USING CREW RADIO] Transmitting this infor mation is also an option@.

15.5 – Goal line plays

15.5.a – Priorities

Same prior ities as on other scrimmage plays, plus:
1. Ruling whether a touchdown is scored or not. This includes all passes into the end

zone, and running plays if the ball is snapped outside Team B’s 20-yard line.
2. Observing players’ celebrations after a score.

15.5.b – Initial positioning

1. [SNAP FROM BETWEEN TEAM B’S 30 AND 25-YARD LINES]† Take up initial position
on the goal line.

2. [SNAP FROM BETWEEN TEAM B’S 25 AND 15-YARD LINES] Take up initial posi-
tion several yards deep in the end zone. Move to cover whichever of the goal line or
end line is more important as the play dev elops. †

3. [SNAP FROM ON OR INSIDE TEAM B’S 15-YARD LINE]† Take up initial position on the
end line.

4. If the ball is snapped from inside Team B’s 7-yard line, the other deep officials will also
be in position on/near the end line. Your responsibility for the end line is shared with the
official on the side to which the play is made.

15.5.c – Response to what happens (movement and signals)

1. Move to obser ve all players in your area of responsibility. If a pass is thrown into the
end zone, move to the best position to rule on the end of the pass. If the pass is thrown
into a deep cor ner of the end zone, this will normally be somewhere on the end line be-
tween the hash marks and the nine-yard marks.

2. Indicate a score by blowing your whistle and giving the touchdown signal [S5] only if you
see a pass completed in the end zone.

3. If a pile-up for ms at the goal line, come into the field of play until you can see the ball. If
you are the nearest official, you may need to dig for it. Check with other officials that
they did not see the ball carrier down (or fumble the ball) before they reached the goal
line.

4. Do not give a score signal if you have thrown a penalty flag for a foul by the scoring
team. Do not blow your whistle or give any signal if you are not sure about the outcome
of the play.

5. Maintain the touchdown signal until you know the Referee has seen it, but keep your
eyes on the players – don’t look to the Referee until all action has ceased. Don’t run
and signal at the same time. You should not echo the signals of other officials unless
the Referee cannot see their signal.
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6. If the end of the play is not in your area of responsibility, move into position to assist in
the clean-up of continuing action around or away from the ball.

15.6 – Returns

15.6.a – Priorities

1. Observing the ball carrier and action around them while you are the nearest official.

2. Observing any fumble where you are the nearest official or have the best view, and
mar king the spot with a bean bag. ×

3. Observing blocks by players in your area of responsibility ahead of and around the ball
carr ier, par ticularly:

(a) illegal block in the back and holding fouls at the point of attack

(b) illegal block below the waist fouls anywhere

(c) safety-related fouls such as face masking, tripping, chop blocks or illegal blind-side
blocks

(d) assisting the runner§

(e) contacting an opponent with the crown of the helmet or targeting a defenseless op-
ponent above the shoulders

(f) late hits by any player after the ball is dead

4. Observing any hand-off or pass where you are the nearest official or have the best view,
and marking the spot with a bean bag.

5. Observing any illegal forward pass or forward handing, especially if you have a view
that is level or near ly level with the ball carrier. ◊

15.6.b – Response to what happens (movement and signals)

1. Keep out of the players’ way.

2. Move towards Team A’s goal line following the play.

3. If the change of possession occurs in your area of responsibility, obser ve the ball carrier
as you would on a running play. Otherwise, obser ve action around and away from the
play.

4. If you are watching a block dev elop, stay with it before switching to the ball carrier or an-
other block. Even if you expect another official to take responsibility for it, stay with the
block until you are confident it is legal.

5. If the ball becomes dead in your area of responsibility, blow your whistle, give the time-
out signal [S3], and then signal first down [S8] to show which team is in possession.
Hold the signal until you know the Referee has seen it.

6. If you are not the nearest official to the dead-ball spot, nevertheless move towards it
and observe the continuing action after the ball becomes dead. On plays when the ball
carr ier goes near the sideline or out of bounds, move laterally to cover the area around
them for extra-curr icular activity. This may bring you to a position near or outside the
nine-yard marks.

15.7 – Punts

15.7.a – Priorities

Before and during the kick, applying the same prior ities as on basic scrimmage plays
(above), plus:

1. Marking the end of the kick (if inbounds) with a bean bag.
2. Ruling whether players touched the ball or not.

3. Observing any fair catch signals by players in your area.

4. Observing kick-catch interference against a player in position to catch the kick, if the
kick comes down in your area.

5. If the kick does not come down in your area, observing players who have not committed
kick-catch interference because they were blocked by an opponent into the returner.
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6. Marking all spots of illegal touching with a bean bag.

7. Ruling whether a momentum exception applies or not near the goal line.

8. Observing fouls by all players generally in your area, but particular ly:

(a) illegal blocks below the waist, especially by players in the middle of the field

(b) during the kick, illegal block in the back and holding fouls against Team A players
tr ying to get down the field

(c) kick catch interference when the kicked ball will land in your area§

(d) illegal blocks made by players who have signalled for a fair catch

(e) contacting an opponent with the crown of the helmet or targeting a defenseless op-
ponent above the shoulders

(f) safety-related fouls such as face masking, tripping, chop blocks or illegal blind-side
blocks

(g) unnecessary roughness fouls away from the ball

(h) late hits by any player after the ball is dead

9. Responding to bad snaps or blocked kicks by adopting run, pass or return prior ities, as
appropr iate.

Dur ing a punt return, applying the same prior ities as on returns (above).

15.7.b – Initial positioning

1. Be behind and to the side of the deepest returner. Behind so that you can look through
them and see the ball kicked. To the side so that you are out of their way, but still close
enough to observe whether they touch the ball or not, or whether any opponent inter-
feres with their opportunity to catch the kick. About 5-8 yards behind and 5-8 yards to
the side is an appropriate distance, allowing for the speed of the returner and weather
conditions. If there is more than one returner deep, take position where you can see all
of them. †

2. [SNAP FROM INSIDE TEAM B’S 40-YARD LINE OR THE PUNT RETURNER IS IN-
SIDE TEAM B’S 10-YARD LINE] Be in an initial position on the goal line in the middle of
the field.

3. Be prepared to adjust your position according to the strength and direction of the wind,
and the ability of the kicker. Move closer to the sideline where the wind is likely to carry
the kicked ball.

4. Have a bean bag readily available and a second one to hand.

5. The Back Judge will have responsibility for the end of the kick, unless it ends ver y close
to a sideline, in which case it is the responsibility of the nearest sideline official.

15.7.c – Response to what happens (movement and signals)

1. When the ball is kicked, observe its initial trajector y, but do not watch the flight of the
ball. Observe players in your area of responsibility (defined by the diagrams in section
26.4) – their eyes will tell you where the ball is going. However, if the returner moves as
a decoy, do not follow them - observe the area where the ball will come down.

2. When it appears obvious that the kicked ball will not land in your area:

(a) If the kick is shor t and to either sideline, the sideline official will assume responsibil-
ity for the ball. They will give the punch signal [Sup28] to indicate this.

(b) Maintain a position where you can cover action in front of and around the returner.
If you are the nearest official other than the official covering the punt returner, move
to where you can observe players blocking in the vicinity of any retur ner who is in
position to catch the kick. In par ticular, obser ve those blocked by an opponent into
interfer ing and therefore immune to penalty (Rule 6-4-1-d).

(c) If a player in your area signals for a fair catch, watch that they do not block before
they touch the ball (Rule 6-5-4).

(d) Do not hesitate to call a foul if you clearly see one occur in the area where you are
the cleanup official ev en though you may be a considerable distance away from the
action. Communicate with your colleagues to find out their view of the action.
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3. When it appears obvious that the kicked ball will land in your area:
(a) Move into position wide of (at least 10 yards unless they are near the sideline) and

behind the returner aiming to be at a 45 degree angle to rule on the validity of the
catch.

(b) If the kick is first muffed (but not possessed) by a member of Team B◊ beyond the
neutral zone, you may give the ball touched signal [S11] to signify that Team A is
now eligible to touch it. ◊

(c) Use bean bags to mark any spots of illegal touching and/or the spot where the kick
ends. Only one official, the Coverer in each case, should mark each spot and give
each signal. If you have more spots than bean bags, prior itise the spot most ad-
vantageous to Team B.

(d) If the ball becomes dead because it is caught or recovered by Team B after a fair
catch signal, or caught or recovered by Team A after being touched by Team B,§

blow your whistle and give the timeout signal [S3]. Give the first down signal [S8] in
the appropriate direction. §

(e) If the ball is not caught and goes deeper than the returner, follow the ball and be
prepared to rule on its status. Stay far enough away from it that there is no danger
of it touching you.

(f) If the ball approaches the goal line, be on the goal line to rule on whether it enters
the end zone. Other officials will cover the players.

(g) If the ball does enter the end zone (untouched by Team B beyond the neutral zone)
and touches the ground◊ or is downed by Team B in the end zone, blow your whis-
tle and signal touchback [S7], repeating the signal until you know the Referee has
seen it.

(h) If the kick is recovered by Team A without it being touched by Team B,§ blow your
whistle, signal timeout [S3] and give the illegal touching signal [S16] and the first
down signal [S8]. Momentar y touching of the ball by a player of the kicking team
should not be interpreted as control of the ball.

(i) If the ball rolls to a stop in your area, ensure no player is attempting to recover it be-
fore blowing your whistle and signalling timeout [S3].

Dur ing the punt return,◊ respond as in the section "Returns" (above).

15.7.d – Advanced techniques

1. If the ball is snapped on or inside Team B’s 40-yard line, there will be three officials on
the goal line. You and the nearest deep wing official should box in the ball and together
rule on whether it crosses the goal line (communicating well to avoid conflicting calls),
while the other official rules on the actions of the players around it. Stay on the goal line
until you are certain the ball will not cross it.

2. If Team B does not line up in a punt return for mation (i.e. no deep returner), adopt your
nor mal scr immage down position. This is justified because if Team A does kick the ball
deep, there will be no players there for you to have to cover. If the ball is kicked deep,
adjust your position accordingly, but only the nearest official to the ball should need to
obser ve it. The other officials should observe the players.

3. Be aler t for cases where the kick is blocked or where there is a bad snap. This also ap-
plies if Team A switches to a run or pass for mation. ◊

(a) If the play tur ns into a run or pass, respond as you would do normally for that type
of play.

(b) Cover the goal line and end line as appropriate.
(c) Be aw are of the jersey numbers of the eligible receivers.

15.8 – Field goal & try attempts

15.8.a – Priorities

Before and during the kick, applying the same prior ities as on basic scrimmage plays
(above), plus:
1. Ruling the success or failure of the field goal attempt. You share this responsibility with

the Field Judge.
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2. Observing illegal touching or batting of the ball.

3. Observing players’ celebrations after a score.

4. Noting the numbers of players in eligible receiver positions and observing whether any-
one else is the first to touch the ball or is ineligibly downfield if the play dev elops into a
pass play.

5. Responding to bad snaps or blocked kicks by adopting run, pass or return prior ities, as
appropr iate.

Dur ing a field goal return,◊ applying the same prior ities as on returns (above).

15.8.b – Initial positioning

1. Take position about one yard behind the goal post furthest from the press box. You are
responsible for ruling whether the ball passes inside your upright. In addition, you are
responsible for ruling whether the ball passes above the crossbar.

15.8.c – Response to what happens (movement and signals)

1. Observe the ball from kick to when it becomes obvious whether the attempt will be suc-
cessful or not.

2. If you consider the kick to be successful, communicate ("good", nod) with your col-
league behind the posts and together come out between the uprights (approximately
one yard into the end zone) giving the score signal [S5] as you come to a stop.

3. If you consider the kick to have failed, give the no score signal [S10]. If the kick is wide
to your side, you may also give the kick wide signal [Sup15]. Do not signal a touchback.

4. Hold either signal for at least five seconds and until you know the Referee has seen it.

5. Blow your whistle when the result of the kick is obvious. There is no need to wait until
the ball touches the ground (or something else) provided it is clear what the result of the
kick is/will be.

6. If the kick is shor t or blocked and the ball is possessed by Team B, move into position to
officiate the kick play as a punt.

15.8.d – Advanced techniques

1. Be aler t for cases where the kick is blocked or where there is a bad snap. This also ap-
plies if Team A switches to a run or pass for mation.

(a) Stay in position as long as there is the possibility of a drop kick attempt. If a run or
pass develops, read the play and respond as appropriate.

(i) If the play dev elops to one side of the field and you are the nearer of the two
officials behind the goal, move towards the sideline.

(ii) On an obvious running play or pass play shor t of the goal line, you may need
to come infield and cover the goal line.

(iii) Stay on the end line if a pass into the end zone is possible.
(b) If the ball is recovered and advanced by Team B, follow the return up the field.

2. If Team A switches to a run or pass for mation, move to assume your normal scrimmage
position. At all times cover play in the end zone.

3. Be aw are of the jersey numbers of the eligible receivers.

15.9 – After each down

15.9.a – Priorities

1. Observing dead-ball action by players of both teams.

2. Encouraging the players to unpile safely, and either return the ball to an official or leave
it near the dead-ball spot, as appropriate.

3. Checking whether the line to gain has been reached or is close, and signalling appropri-
ately.

4. Checking whether any penalty flags have been thrown, and, if so:
(a) Giving the timeout signal [S3].

(b) Reporting any fouls you have called to the Referee and Umpire.
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(c) Covering penalty flags (and bean bags, if appropr iate) thrown by colleagues.

(d) Ensuring that all penalties are enforced correctly.

5. Checking for injured players or other occurrences that may delay play.

6. [ON-FIELD PLAY CLOCK OPERATOR] Starting the play clock when necessary, giving a
10-second war ning, and throwing a delay of game flag if the clock reaches 0 before the
ball is put in play.

7. Allowing legitimate requests for timeouts. Checking that a request coming from the
coaching box or team area was made by the Head Coach.

8. Echoing all timeout signals [S3] of your colleagues.

9. Assisting in relaying the dead ball or a new ball to the succeeding spot.

10. If you are not covering the play, assisting in maintaining order on the field by moving to-
wards where the play ended.

15.9.b – Response to what happens (movement and signals)

1. In the rare event that you are the Coverer, check whether the line to gain has been
reached.

(a) If it has, give the timeout signal [S3]. After all action has ceased, signal first down
[S8 or Sup35]. Hold the signal until you know the Referee is aware of it.

(b) If you are not sure whether the line to gain has been reached or not, signal timeout
[S3] and yell "close". Encourage the Referee to come and look for themself.

(c) Only place a ball on the ground at the actual dead-ball spot – never at a spot level
with it.

(d) If the play ended inbounds, infor m the Referee that the clock should start on the
ready by giving them the clock running signal [Sup12].

2. × If you are the Coverer, signal that the ball is dead. This will be using the dead-ball sig-
nal [S7] unless the timeout signal [S3], touchdown/field-goal signal [S5], safety signal
[S6], wind the clock signal [S2] or incomplete pass/unsuccessful field-goal signal [S10]
is appropriate instead. Give only one signal.

3. If a penalty flag has been thrown, follow the procedure in chapter 19. If a team or injury
timeout has been called, follow the procedure in chapter 17. If a period has ended, fol-
low the procedure in chapter 20.

4. [ON-FIELD PLAY CLOCK OPERATOR] If a 40-second clock should start by rule:

(a) If there is a stadium play clock, check that it started shortly after the end of the play.

(b) If there is no stadium play clock, start a 40-second count shortly after the end of the
play.

Relaying the ball:
5. If you have the ball, but another official has the dead-ball spot and it is close to the line

to gain, hand the ball to that official and allow them to spot it at the precise location
(yard line and lateral position) where the ball became dead.

6. Unless you are the Coverer, assist in relaying a ball to the official who will place it at the
succeeding spot (Mechanic 5.8).

7. If a ball has been placed at the dead-ball spot in a side zone, and another ball is being
relayed in to the succeeding spot, do not move the ball at the dead-ball spot until the re-
placement ball has been positioned at the correct location on the inbounds line.

Getting ready for the next down:
8. Move into position for the next down. If the ball is ready for play (or will be imminently),λ

backpedal to keep your eyes on the ball. Do not take your eyes off it for long in case the
play star ts while you are not looking.

9. If the ball is not ready for play 20 seconds into the play count (Rule 3-2-4-b-3), signal to
the Referee [Sup29] that the play clock should be reset to 25 seconds.

10. If there is no visible play clock, when approximately 10 seconds remain on the play
clock, raise a hand high in the air [signal S7] until either the ball is snapped or a delay of
game flag is thrown. Do not give any additional signal (e.g. a countdown).

11. When the play clock reaches 0, look at the snapper. If the ball is already moving, there
is no foul. Otherwise, blow your whistle and throw your flag for delay of game. §
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15.9.c – Advanced techniques

1. The pr ior ity at the end of a play is to get into position ready for the next one. Only if a
ser ious incident occurs (such as a foul or misconduct, an injury, or a breakage of the
chain) should your routine be interrupted.

2. If Team A makes substitutions while the snapper is at, near or moving towards their
position at the line of scrimmage:

(a) Any official should be prepared to step in and shut down a play that violates the
substitution rule.

(b) Give the matching substitutes signal [Sup36] to the Referee and shout "subs on".

(c) Hold the signal until the Referee has taken control of the process.

3. If you want to speak to a player on the field (e.g. to war n them that they are close to
fouling), it often saves time to relay the message via the Referee or Centre Judge§ (for a
Team A player). Don’t delay the game unnecessarily by enter ing either team’s huddle,
unless a timeout is still in progress. Never attempt to speak to a player dur ing a hurr y-
up or no-huddle offense. §

4. Maintain your concentration, and think about the next play.
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